How to fold an origami

M A R I N E T U R T L E
1. Start with a square piece of paper.
2. Fold and unfold. Turn over.

3. Fold and unfold.

4. Fold in half horizontally.

5. Pinch top corners and collapse along the folds, pushing one flap to back and one to front.

6. Result: square base.

7. Fold in the tips.

8. Fold tip down.

9. Unfold three flaps.

10a. Lift the bottom corner of the top layer upwards.
10b. Continue lifting the flap.

10c. Complete the "petal fold."

10d. Result, turn over.

11. Fold and unfold tips.

12a. Lift the bottom corner of the top layer upwards.

12b. Continue lifting the flap for the "petal fold."

12c. Result: Bird base. Rotate 180° so point with vertical split is at the top.

13. Pleat front flap, blunt tip.

14. Fold upper flap to top.
15. Inside reverse fold tips.

16. Result, turn over.

17. Pleat lower flap.

18. Cut along center line to form two flaps, valley tips out.

19. Result, turn over.

20. Finished!